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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Patronize

Scout Has Hard Job, Little Fun

By NOQLEY REINHEARDT
The life of a college basketball scout is more than hopping
an afternoon champagne flight
and zooming to a far-away city
for two days of gay and carefree
relaxation.
Rather, the formula for a successful scout calls for nearly no
play, little sleep, and much work
-even after the scout returns
to his home campus.
There are two types of scouting situations, says UNM assistant basketball coach Jimmy
Johnston. Both call for different,
partially pre-arranged, procedures.
Both lead to the ultimate goal
of deciding what game plan, or
plans, might be best suited to
contain the attack on the scouted
team.
A scout can come into a situation cold-knowing absolutely
nothing about the other teamor he might already have a file
started on the opposition.
Then, to break the job down
even farther, Johnston distinguishes between the procedure
for scouting an ordinary game
and what he calls a must game,
such as a Western Athletic Conference contest.
In either situation the routine
is uncomplicated, but the final
product-a multi-paged reportis detailed to the last seemingly
insignificant fact noticed by the
scout.

Sloan Is Selected
As Grid Coach
Gary Sloan, the top assistant
football coach at New Mexico
Military Institute, Monday was
named an assistant :football coach
at UNM, Read Coach Bill Weeks
announced.
An assistant under coach Wilson Knapp for the past two years
at New Mexico Military Institute
in Roswell, Sloan played his collegiate ball at UNM under Dick
Clausen and earned three varsity
letters as a fullback. He enrolled at UNM after graduating
from Hobbs High School in 1954
and received his B.A. degree in
1958, majoring in mathematics.
Third Lobo on Staff
He is the third former UNM
star on the coaching staff. Weeks'
other two assistants :from the
New Mexico pigskin ranks are
Jay McNitt and Jim C1·omartie.
McNitt handled last year's :freshman team and works with the
varsity now. Cromartie is just
completing a hitch in the reserves.
Sloan served as a graduate assistant :for two years at Springfield College in Springfield, Mass.
and received his M.A. degree in
physical education from the institution.
Coached in Hobbs
Sloan was head football coach
for :four years at Hobbs High
School and in 1960 was named
Class AA High School Coach of
the Year. His team finished in
second place in the state according to a wire service poll. While
at Hobbs he was a member of
the Board of Directors of the
State High School Coaches Association.
Sloan will join the staff' on
July 1 and will be coaching the
Lobo's defensive units.

College of ·Nursing
Sends 3to Meef·
'l'hrco memlwru of the IJNM
College of Nursing are ati;cll(Jillg
the biennial N a tiona! League for
Nursing convention in New York
City this wMk.
The three faculty members are
. Reina F. Hall, dean of the College; and Profs. Virginia Crenshaw and M. Beth Hichs.
The keynote addt·ess for the
conventional will he given by
John S. Millis, president of Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. Millis will speak
on "Nursing in the Health Revolution.''

......

The former UNM starter says final game statistics supplied by
that much preliminary work is the various schools' sports infordone immediately after the mation depaJ•tments.
scout's arrival in town. This inAfter the game, or first thing
eludes scanning the newspapers the next morning, Johnston
for background material and pre- spends two to three hours deciphvicws and making the custom- cring his scribbled notes and Ol'·
ary stop at the school's athletic ganizing them so they will be
department for the press pass, readable when he returns home.
Jimmy ,estimates that it takes
up-to-date statistics, etc.
The game :follows and is only a several hours to compile the comsmall portion of the work that is pleted report for him and the
required, Johnston says there are senior coaches to study.
many ways a s~out records a
His standard reports, which he
!fame, but elass1fie~ th~~ .as . says are comparable to what
care~~~ note taker~ or . scr1b- '\other collegiate scouts produce,
biers. He places h1mself m the ~eludes 1¥.. pages on each of
last category. .
the starters, with up to that much
The first thmg most scouts on each of the key substit11tes.
look for,. according to Jimm~, is rhere are sections on shooting,
the bas1c patterns and ahgn- substitutions, offense and dements the upcoming opponent fense manuevers
weaknesses
uses. Johnston likes to sit and etc.
'
'
The final report is similar in
watch the game for. a .few minutes before ever PJCkmg up a size to a lengthy college termpen, so he can. get thl! genl!!al papl!r and often i!l inV!Iluable to
feel of the action before trymg either the scout'!! school or the
to anal!ze the "tlllent" on the opposition, should thl!y get hold
team bemg scouted.
of it.
'Yhen the note-tllking beg.ins
Looking back to 1966-67's 19-8
he .Jots down the starters,. notmg season Johnston remembers the
wh1ch wey they sho~t (r1ght or Texas Western game as one
left handed), the p01se on both where a scouting report-hisoffense and ~efense, how r~~gh made a big difference in the
they are, their speed an~ agl11ty, Lobos' upset victory.
and any defe.cts or g1ve-away
He noted that the Miners tended to set up one-on-one fast
moves they might have.
He also keeps a careful record break situations which gave
of what offense and defense they their faster men the jump on
employ in given situations and slower opposing players".
what the overall team weaknessJimmy said by planning an ines are. The Lobo assistant even :dividual defense to counteract
keeps ~rack of substitutions and what the Miners were trying to
what time they are made, as well do and sticking to UNM's own
as how much each player shoots, patterned defense the Wolfpack
the number of jump balls, foul beat TWC at home-.which is alshot averages, tip-offs, and out- most unheard of.
of-bounds pfays.
The physical education graduresumes $1 0 up
ate student notes that much of
this information comes from the

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Inoertlons
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tlons Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
HELP WANTED
NEED MONEY? Can you seQf, We need
college representntivcs. Quality Sportswear, Bo>e 1346, Lincoln, Nebraska.
G/10, 11
NEED reHable •tudent to atny with children, ages 10 & 12, this summer about
10 hours w""kly. Candelaria & Louisiana. 298-8370 after 4 p.m.
6/10, 11
SITUATIONS WANTED
TY1'1NG wnnted-re!ll!Onable rate.. Phone
296-4009, morninJPl,
5/10, 11, 12, 16
FOR SALE
61 BSA G50 cc. 266-0216. 5/S, 10, 11, 12.
FAMOUS Personality Pot~lero, 2~'d~',
McQuee. n, Peter Fonda, Bralld~ IA11117
Bruce, Mao, Fields1• AUell "lnabarli,
Elmteln,, D71an, Bouing Stones, Newman,. Cunt E..twood plua more. ....,d
for list. Sltipping . anywhere In U.S.
Prepaid. 1 PD51.er $1.76, 2 I>Otlten tJ.OO,
3 postnrs $4.26. Madam ButterflY"• Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Donver, Colorado

Sharp resume with polished letter gets you a
better job faster. Free
counsel.

WRITING AID
310 Third SW, Office H
247-9252 or 842-9602

On the other side of the ledger
the former back-court man said
that some t~Jams, such as Brigham Young, were unscoutable in
the sense the report was of little
value,
"You already know that BYU
is going to run and fast break
on you anyway they can, and you
have to stop the break. But they
can change on you so often that
you have to have a good basic
defense and try to stay with
them with your own offensive
attack."
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Lobo Advertisers

.

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers o ·large •election of
Mothers Day ond Graduation
Cords, quality Wedding In·
vitations and oil poper
goods for the Bride to be.

~oup Defends

Six day service, All work
guaranteed.
3501 lomas Blvd, NE

O'SUI Df.'4\\..'

•d
WCA Presl ents

'SUN DEV.IL'
$600

for Fiesta
ANOTHER FINE NEW

WESTERN STRAW

Boots & Sac!c!lea

DR. S1'ANLEY NEWMAN of the anthropology department is
shown here addressing an audience in the Kiva in the fourteenth
annual research lectureship series. The faculty honors one of
their chlleagues e8\'h.year by SPbnl!loring this lecture to recognize
and honor research and creative activity by members of the UNM
faculty. Professor Nl!wman's topic was "Relativism in Language
and Culturl!,"

CDBDWD
a.a!.

CENTER

517 Central, H.W.

Native Language
Is Bar to Study
The personal nature of the
emotional overtones in an individual's native language can limit his study of foreign languages,
Dr. Stanley Newman said last
night in the UNM Research Lec·
ture.
The fourteenth annual lecture,
sponsored by the faculty in recognition of one of their colleagues
each year, was given by Newman,
of the anthropology department,
last night in the Kiva.

APARTMENTS
cotteg., atudento.
Co-educational, freedom and prhac:r,
wall·to-waD carpeting, heated awimmin&"
pool, good food, eolor TV and atud:r
lounges, As low as $29.25 a week for
room and board. The CoHege Inn, 803
Ash N.E.. 248·2881,
FOR RENT
2·BEDROOM adobe house, completely fur·
nished, 2 blocks from UNM. 10 June to
1 Sept. $110. Per month to reliable
party. Cnll 242-1298.
CAIRO-NORRIS REALTY renlll:
SPECIAL: Furnished Onl!·room efticien·
cy, utilities included with bath and
galley kitchen, a! !for $65 Including
utiiltics. Private entrance..
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new
fumlshinll!l, efficiency kitchen. All utUItl.. Included.
EFI•'lCIENCY apartments, 1 block west
o£ UNM, 79,60 to 85, all utlliites paid.
Some with lmprov<!lnenta. Furnished,

RO:;:;O~M;-A-;-;N:;;D;:-';:;BOARD for

.·

ofi-11treet parking,

Call SAM COOPER, 265·8671, ellenings

842-8280.

TYPloJwniTER s!ornge during. the summer. Insured anrl bonded, Al1o type-·
wdwr sales & rl<!rvle<!1 nll makes, with
20% diocount. qulth thts ad. Free pickup
& delivery. E & 11 T:YtJcwriter Service,

2217 Coal SE, Phone 24S·0588,
HELl' on Unlvcr•lty them"" nnd pn!Jcl'l!:
rc.. \vritc, t!tllt. AIRo sl1nrp job resurriCK
$10. Ut>. l•'rce counsel. WRl'rtNG AID,
310 .'l'hird SW, ORicc II. 247-9252 or'
842-0602.
TRANSPORTATION
SANDIA Lab. Engineer Is drMng to Co·
Jumbus, Ohio. Leaving June D, 5 p.m.
Return: lonvlng Columbtl.f around .rune
23, Rootn for 3 Prull!tmgers. If lilter..ted,
one wny or round trip, phone 298-4358
after G p,m.
6/10·22

Allocation of student money to
special interest groups was defended by the. Student Se~ate Finance Committee last mght as

Travelstead said the Finance
Committee had held a series of
three hearings during the last two
weeks and that the proposed new
budget represented the bare minimum the committee felt should be
c::::: authorized.
about $204,400 in allocations,
"During our hearings many
down from the original $226,800 students had complaints about the
plan which was defeated in the budget but once we explained to
them what some of the allocaspring elections.
tions were for, they agreed to
support the budget," Travelstead
because they sponsor programs said.
that help the University as a
The Finance Committee justiwhole and provide good public- fied a $400 allocation to the Latin
ity," said Coleman Travelstead, American Desk because the
Finance Committee chairman.
money went to a scholarship for
a deserving Latin American student.
Wanted!
"This money goes to repay the
first year's tuition and the UniWanted by Sheriff's Posse!
versity makes up the rest of the
All dudes not wearing westfour
years," Travelstead said.
ern attire May 12 will be
A WS Gets Two Cuts
tossed in the pokey.
The $715 allocation requested
by the Associated Women StuPainting, Sculpture
dents was cut to $525 and then
recut by a budget-slicing senate
to $490 as they dropped out a
freshman advisor program saying
it was a duplication of the student orientation program.
The Student Bar Association
The work of t\ve UNM gradu- will be given lj\2.00 to print briefs
ates was included in the Third . for the regional competition, in
Intermountain Biennial of Paint- moot court to be held at UNli!
ing and Sculpture showing at next year. Travelstead said the
the Salt Lake Art Center in Salt briefs would help the team score
points, and added, "it will probLake City, Utah, last month.
An enamel on wood entitled ably give us a lot of good pub"Duo" by Joseph M. Stuart was licity."
I-Club Cut to $3211
purchased for the permanent colThe $985 request from Interlection of the Salt Lake Art Center. Stuart received his M.A. national Club was cut to $329 to
include a festival, a field trip for
degree from UNM in 1962.
foreign
students, and a banquet
Stuart's wife Signe Nelson
Stuart, also showed a work of at the end of the year.
"Each of these activities is open
acrylic glazes on stitched canvas, entitled "Construction for to all students, not just the for~
Line in Envelope." Mrs. Stuart eign students," Travelstead said.
received her M.A. _from UNM Many of the cuts in the International Club budget were made
in 1960.
"Restless Monolith," a work because of duplication by the Inby William Howard, an UNM ternational Center, he said.
Engineers Get $1000
master's degree graduate of
The
controversial
$1575 alloca1953, was recommended for purtion to the Engineers' Joint Cf),!#nchase.
·
George Woodman showed an cil was cut to $1000. Travelstead
oil entitled "Seven Colors in said this money was to go speFours.'' He graduated from UNM cifically for the Engineers' open
house.
in 1956 with a masters degree.
The budget will be subject to
A 1950 UNM graduate with a
masters degreE!, Walter Hook, .more revision but Travelstead
predicted that there will be only
showed an oil entitled "Field."
minor revisions on individual
items.
Last night each senator was
given line-item b:reakdown of proposed expenditu:res for the re,vised budget to use in campaign•
ing for and defending the new
budget to students prior to the
upcoming referendum.
After much reflection about the
~ar in Viet Nam, a group of
'students at Wisconsin State University have decided to drop tuna
fish on Viet Nam, and have begun a campaign to raise enough
Dl'. William 0. Wilson, 52,
tuna fish to drop all over that died unexpectedly at his home,
count1•y.
Wednesday.
Anthony J. :Majeski of the
Dr. Wilson was an associate
Tuna Fish for Viet Nam Com- professor of education at UNM
lnittee said that since this course and was an authority in the
of action has not yet been tried field of school plant construction.
it represents a new game and a He had been a member of the
new idea.
UNM :faculty since 1962.
"Will dropping· tuna fish all
Professor Wilson :formerly
over Viet Nam work?'; asked worked part-time for the New
Majeski. "We feel that it will or Mexico Department of Education
that at least it has numerous ns a school plant planning official.
possibilities. Need 'we remind
In 1965, Dr. Wilson was named
you that this nation has the po- chairman of a committee to retential to produce as much of write a textbook on school plant
what we want it to produce? construction for the American
What will it be? Bombs, Napalm, Association of School Building
Tuna, Butter, or • • •?"
Officials.

To Study 'Talent :~:~:!~1ttt::d:e:e::~ld
·BOOk•lng by·BfQCk
lo;~'!~Jsu~~i~~~c%~~r~!~z':::o~;

• Latest 7"
high·crown
straw
• New A&M crease.
slopes to the back
• Exclusive "Ezee-Crease"
re·shapeable crown
• Choice ofWestern colors

80220.

FURNISHED Apts. Air conditioned, carPefcrl, drapes. 205 Columbia SE, Phone
842-!11g1,
FI-Tlt!'TISH;~E::;'D::--:n=-o-o-m-.-A.,-vJ!""ila:-b'""l,..o-~~--1-ay-·-1-.
ft·wnte entra!lce & hath. $40.0U. Walkmr: dlstn.nce UNM. Cnll 242-9572 ot 268·
aan. r.n. 4, s, s. to.
· - SERVlCEEr------

Budget
IIOcations to
Speciallnt:erest: Groups

255·49B9

When was the lust t:me you
Be w 0 r ldly.' stalked
the wily glwuti in

darkest Bechuanaland? Or challenged the shMr pl'eci~
pices ofEl Diablo, the Devil Mountain? Or congratulated
the nubile Marquesa de Ia Portago after being bested
in a demanding game of treggi? Oh, you stayed home aU
week on account of a touch of the miseries. Well cheer
up. Try Schlitz. Oh, and stick around the neighbdrhood.
That \Yay you'll never run out: 'Cause when you're out
o£·Schlitz, Bunky...
you're out of beer.

d rtn
• J( SChJ•
. Itz

C 1966 Jot, Schllltlrowlng Co., Mllwaulcoo, Wit.

Overftow Crowd
Newman, speaking to an overflow crowd on the subject of "Relativism in Language and Culture," indicated that the "automatic and seemingly instinctive
process of language is one of the
most complex systems of skills
possessed by humans."
He added that "it is a distinctly
human ability, entirely different
from animal commullications."
Newman said that a person's
intimacy with his native language
is, of course, one of the principal
ICatlses of the frustrations he experiences when learning a. foreign
language.
Person Blames Language
"On a naive level, the person
will blame the language when he
encounters these difficulties,"
Newman said. However, an understanding of linguistic and cultural relativism will enable an
individulll to approach these problems in a lnol'e sOphisticated man·
ncr, he said.
To explain his proposition, Dr.
Newman gave as ,axamples his
experiences with two Amel'ican
Indian 'linguistic characteristica
among the Yokuts Indfans ln
South Central California and the

Zuni Indians in Western New
Mexico.
Yokuts "Consistent"
Newman said that his field studies in California indicated a
preference among the Yokuts for
a restrained, dignified, and consistent linguistic style, although
the language possesses the resources for a greater appeal to
the auditory senses characteristic
of a language such as English.
The onomatopoeia frequently
occurring in English in such
words as "boing," and "splat,"
and "thump" are just as unacceptable in Yokuts speech and
writing as the infantile, allitera~
tive reduplication of words such
as "choo-choo/' "pitter-patter,"
and "piggy-wiggy" in English,
Newman said.
Zuni Clowns Mimic
Newman offered the mimicking
by Zuni ceremonial clowns of
:Mexican and Anglo dialects as
another example of relativism in
linguistic styles.
He said that these clowns provide comic relief during long ceremonials by jabbering in Zuni with
their stereotyped version of the
English accent.
By mimicking the rising intonation at the end of questions in
English the clowns provide humor<Jus caricature cf the English
accent, Newman said. This is only
one of many exam}ilcs cf the
relativism in linguistic styles, he
added.
A sophisticated appt·oach to
language study, Newman said,
must include the recognition of
our limitations in sharing the
emotionally charged values in a
language, which only n a t i v e
speakers can really comprehend,

Three ·of the top booking agents
in the country will attend the
Western Collegiate Association
conference at UNM to discuss
the possibility of "block-booking"
entl!rtainers for appearances at
WCA member schools.
The WCA conference will be
held on the UNM campus from
May 12-14.
Former Associated Students
Vice President Jim McAdams
said, "each member school will
commit several thousand dollars
for cultural popular entertainment and arrange it so that an
entertainer or group of entertainers will be assured of five or
six engagements instead of traveling on a hit-or-miss basis."
Program Used in N.Y.
"If we work out this type of
arrangement, tbl! entertainers
will perform at a reduced rate
for each school. A program of this
type was tried in New York on
a smaller scale and it proved to
be quite economical for the
schools involved," McAdams said.
Other events on the agenda of
the WCA conference will be dis-'
cussions of future cooperative
programs between member
schools Utah State, University of
Utah, University of Wyoming,
Brigham Young University, Arizona State, and UNM.
Coordinator Hoped For
"There has been much discussion of a set-up of this type
where several schools join in to
organize cooperative programs
and we hope to establish an ac( Continued On Page 8)

VISTA Request

NSA Book Drive
To Begin May 15
Steve Black, newly elected
NSA co~ordinator, has announced
that his office will conduct a book
drive from May U) to· June 3. The
books will . be donated to the
Laguna Indian Reservation.
Members from VISTA have
asked the NSA office to sponsor
the dl'ive because a better library
is badly needed at ,the reservation.
· · . ,,
"This is all excellent opportunity for students to become in·
volved in community affairs,"
Black said. He added that he
hoped to have good participa·
tion from all campus organizations and individuals.
Anyone wishing ·to donate
books can have them picked up
by calling the Activities Center
in the Union. Students will be
on hand to take calls and send
out cars to pick up the books.
This is the first of several programs involving the students and
the community which the NSA
office will be sponsoring . during
the next year. The Tutorial
Council and Community Action
Committee will both be continued
under the new NSA leadership.

.

U. Graduates' Art
featured in Show

Tuno fish Bombs
New U.S. Weapon

UNM's Dr. Wilson

Dies Unexpectedly
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Committees Hove
57 New Openings

Listen to KUNM
Fiesta Wear

-
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t's

at the Basket Shop

Applications for positions on
eight stud!)nt govemment bodies
are now available in the Union.
Appointments will be made before the school year ends to enSombreros
courage planning during the
"
summer. The positions which ar!l
Western Hats
now being filled include Student
Court, one chief justice and two
associate justices; Student PubBeaded Belts
lications Board, four student
members; Radio Board, four stuLeather Belts
dent members; Student Affairs
Committee, four student memBolo Ties
bers including one chairman;
Committee on the University,
Moccasins
three student members; New
Mexico Union Board, four student members including one
chairman.
Other positions open are: Intramural and Recreation Board,
at
four students including one chairman; National and International Affairs Committee, two student members; Cultural Program
9-9
10-5:30
Committee, eight student memDaily
Sunday
bers including one chairman;
Speakers' Committee, eight student members including one
chairman; Popular Entertainment
Committee, eight student members including one chairman;
10% Discount on anything in the store with this Advertisement
Rally Committee, four student
members including one chairman;
and National Student Association Committee, one student mem- ·llllllllliiii/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIn!IIIIIH/ffii/IIUIIIJIJIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIII/IHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIIHIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllfillll
ber.

1esta
·I

~I

RODEO MAY 13

PICTURED after the pie eating cpntest last night is the unidentified winner. The pie eating contest, part of .Fiesta '67 activities was held during intermission of a stomp dance held in the
Union Ballroom last night. Tonight's activities include a Barbecue and a student talent show in the Union mall.
(LOBO photo by Pawley)

PSK to Push Bed
To Albuquerque
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa
fraternity will push a bed from
Santa Fe to Albuquerque Sunday to promote contributions for
the cerebral palsy fund foundation.
The group will meet on the ',
'6anta Fe Plaza Saturday and
will start for Albuquerque at 6
Sunday morning. They hope to
be in Albuquerque around 6
Sunday evening. The bed push is
a yearly project for the Phi Sigs.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

More than 277,00Q pedestrians
were injured in traffic accidents in
1966, says The Travelers Insurance Companies. Of this toll, approximately 69,000 were injured
while crossing between intersections.

r!ia

I

For The Fiesta
If you think you have seen all the Sandals under the Sun ...
you just haven't seen the Sandals at Sand and Sun's Sandal
Shop.

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Dress Western.
for F-iesta

l

i
i
'

Free Barbeque Beef Sandwich, baked beans,
and Soft Drinks for all UNM students.
Soturdoy, May 13-10:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

CHISPA

;

303 ASH STREET, N.E.
PHONE: 243-2881

.

I

:

:

!TO: The College Inn, 303 Ash Street, N.E.

Select from Racy Dark leathers, Sunset Oranges, Hot Pinks,
lazy Citrus Yellows and Limes . , . Bright colors to compliment
your summer wardrobe in lightweight leathers to make you
feel good again.

.. -·-··
Al~uquerque, New !

I~--------------·-------·---------------------

•~m~

I

1, •

I

'

--

'

:

l 1 am interested in winning a surfing or skiing weekend. Please. •

! send me more information on the College l.nn.
I

I
I

s~J~
$J.lff

20 I Romero NW

I
I
I

l Name•----------~----~----------------~---,
<\ . . . . .

I
I

AddresS---~~~-------------:I

"Historic Old T-n Plara"

Dial 243-7909

111•1 Ldilllllliiiiiiiii-.IIIIIIIMIHtiiii-IIIIUIIIIIIIRII111111NU111111111NIIIIII1111mlllllllllllmmmiiiii~IIIHIRIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIII
•t. .• ·

I

charge accounts invited
or convenient layaway

I

City..:.·-------------State'-------~Z!p._ _ _

!
I

-~~-~-----~------------~---~~-------~-~---··-··--------·

I

~;

•'
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Letters

'

Published Mo!'d"!• Wednesday, Thursday .and Friday of the regula~ University year by the
Studept PubbcatJons lJoard_ of the Assoc1ated Students of the Unzveraity of New Mexieo
!J~ond claaa posf<!!!e.Paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico, Printed .by the Univemity Print•
mg Plant~ SubscraptJon rate: $4.60 tor the school year, payablq 1n ~dvance. AU editorials
and si.c:ned columns express the views of the writer and not neces~arUy t}lose of the Stu·
dent Publications Board or of the University,

Letten arc welcome. and should
be no loncer than 260 W(}rds typeWJ;"itten, double spaced. Name, telephone number and addre,ss m~st be
included. although name wlll be
withheld upon xequest.

UNM PRESIDENT Tom L. Popejoy has affirmed Union
Director William Bierbaum's decision that 14 of the Union
Food Service workers who walked off their jobs April 18
ar:e dismissed.
In a letter dated May 8, Popejoy said, ~·the employees
walked off the job ... without appropriate notice, in what
alJJ,.ounted to a wildcat strike. They refused an offer to discuss their grievances with the management of the Union
unless representatives of the press, radio, and television
were admitted, in violation of normal procedure in employeremployee disputes,"
The letter went on to say, "on April 20, the employees
picked up their paychecks on the basis of informal advice
that they were considered terminated. They did not protest
termination at the time nor did they seek a review of the
situation by the director of non-academic personnel, the
comptroller, or the president of the University, whose offices
were open to them."
"FROM THE OUTSET," the letter says, "some of the
employees engaged in activities which were calculated to
disrupt the operation of the Union Food Service rather than
to obtain any improvement in their own situation."
From the attitude displayed by spokesmen for the tired
workers when they came to The Lobo for news coverage of
their problem, we would have to say this is true. They made
some accusations against the Union Food Service on the
basis of incomplete information, questioned the 'character
rather than the professional capabilities of the Food Service
administrators, and in general seemed to be more interested
in grinding their own personal axes than in getting to the
heart of the problems involved in the operation of the food
service in the Union.
Popejoy's letter concedes the fact that "worldng conditions in the Union Food Service were in need of improvement." This would seem to be true from the evidence presented on both sides during the dispute. But The Lobo feels
the workers who walked off their jobs created more problems
than they hoped to solve by their actions and tried to call
.attention
to their plight in the •wrong way.
.r-T"'"'-•,
rr IS TOO BAD that the tired employees lost their jobs
in the hassle. But as much as The Lobo would like to sympathize with them, because of the pressure tactics involved in
their actions we have no choice but to support their dismissal by Bierbaum and President Popejoy's affirmation of
that dismissal.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
-A FRINGE GROUP
Dear Editor:
I feel compelled to answer the
inane statements made by "President" Thorson in Thursday's
LOBO. Thorson stated that the
anti-budget group was not concerned with the budget, but only
in promoting themselves. This is,
,of course, totally absurd and
ridiculous.
What group is he talking
about when he states that the
people are members of a "fringe
group"? I have been active in
the defeat-the-budget campaign,
and I know of no on-campus or
oft'-campus group that is supporting it.
I believe that the real question
in the controversy is student
government in general. Student
government serves two main purposes for the participants: ( 1)
to satisfy their over-weening
egos, and (2) to be able to tell a
prospective employer how wonderful they were in college.
One big question is: who really cares about student government? Over 9000 students did
not even bother to vote in the
last election; this is probably because they realize that student
government is silly and worthless. Undoubtedly, the best thing
that student government could
do would be to abolish itself. I
believe that thpse 9000 students
would agree with me that student government is the fringiest
of the fringe groups.
Michael A. Kunikis

Orchestra Concert
The fourth ·and last concert in
the UNM Orchestra series will
be held Thursday, •May 11, at
8:15 p.m., in the UNM Concert
Hall. The program wiiJ consist
of the "Concerto for 2 French
Horns" by Joseph Haydn, with
Harold Burke and Wayne Sharp
as soloists, and Mahler's First
Symphony. Admission on season
tickets or $1.50 single admission.
UNM students may pick up tickets with their activity cards.

organization in the country.
We met George Runaway at
Mory's for lunch the other day.
"Well, Mr. Runaway, how are
things going with the Runaway
poll?"
"Pretty good, actually. We were
right in '60, right in '64, and
we'll be right again in '68."
"Right.''
"Right.''
"You mean you can tell us
right now who's going to be the
winner in 19681"
"Wen, not exactly, it's too
·early for that yet. But we have
.a pretty good idea of how the
'Candidates and issues are shaping
up.''
"Yes 1"
"All we can say now with certainty is that it'll be a confusing
year•. In fact, our results are so
confusing that we haven't printed
them yet."
1 "People are confused and there

seems to be a welling up of culltural despair."
"How do you mean, sir?"
"Well, we've got that documented too. You see, everybody
.knows LBJ is only 45 per cent
popular and Richard Nixon is the
favorite of the GOP professionals."
''Yes...;...,;"
"But here's the catch-another
one we couldn't print. We asked
registered Republicans who they
would like to see as Nixon's running mate.''
"Yes?"
"Here is what we got.'' He
handed us another slip of paper:
Romney ...,.. 10 per cent; Percy
6 per
1 5 per-cent; ·Rockefeller cent; Goldwater - 15 per cent;
Reagan - 16 per cent; Barbara
Garson - 50 per cent. ·
"This is indeed alarming, Mr.
Runaway. Can you imagine Barbara Garson as vice president?"
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Anti-War Organizers Plan
National Meeting in May

The Fable of the Wise and
Loyal Bulls
By ARTHUR HOPPE

Once upon a time, a Great Bull led his herd into a mir~.
"Don't worry," he said confidently. "I did it on purpose. I have calculated that if we all trod together very carefully, we can stomp out
this muck and create a. beautiful green J;Jasture where everyone can
graze in peace, All together, now. But gently. For if we stomp too
hard the sky will fall down.''
So the herd, without much thinking, did what the Great Big Bull said.
And pretty soon they were all in up to their fetlocks.
"It is obvious," said the Great Big Bull with a. fro'Yn, "that we must
gradually increase the pressure to conquer th1s m1re. All together,
now. A bit harder.''
And pretty soon the herd was in up to its knees.
·
~ ..; ..
"Thrash arou~;~d !" cried the Great Big ,Bull. "BIIt not too hard. We
,.
don't want the sky to fall down.''
And pretty soon the herd was in up to its withers.
At this point there was a lot of grumbling.. And. a minority of, ·the
herd got together in one corner of the mire to 'talk over what could be
done.
"We must support our le11de,r in tbis hour. .o{ · crisis," said ·a •blg
white-maned bull named Everett, who had cow-like eyes and a soft,
lowing voice. "For politics stops at th~:,IJ!il"e's ,edge~. Or .does anyoJie
have a. better idea?"
'
"'. · · . '' ' "
•
t - ..
t- •. "' '
"I say we should thrash arpund harder, conquer this mire and get the
hell out!" sai~ a crusty "'" bplltscarred f~om ~.1!'\Y.~ battle. :;~'; ,:·,
"Hush," sa1d Everett nervously. "You w1ll fr1ghten the cows and tne
calves. We certainly don't want to Jose their support.'' ·
"I say," said a handsome young bull, "that we should very gingerly
and delicately extricate ourselves from this mire and withdraw to safer
ground."
"What," said Everett, "and publicly abandon all hope of creating a
beautiful green pasture? Why, we would risk being hooted out of the
herd as cowards and defeatists."
"But the Great Big Bull made a terrible mistake leading us into this
mire," protested one bull.
"True," everyone said, nodding sagely.
"And the Great Big Bull is clearly doing the wrong thing by thrashing around," said another.
"That's right," everyone said, nodding sagely.
"But Jet's not sound disloyal," said Everett. "It would cast discredit on us.''
"You can't deny that," everyone said, nodding sagely.
So, after a great deal of thinking, the minority group finally composed a policy statement, which was read to the entire herd. It said:
"The Great Big Bull, after making a series of terrible mistakes, is
following a course that is bound to lead to disaster and we support him
100 per cent.''
The herd broke into applause at this grand display of both wisdom
and loyalty, two cherished virtues. The herd was reassured. The Great
Big Bull was encouraged to go on thrashing, And none was J.'lppier
than Everett.
'
"We have won the full support of the herd for our responsible program combining wisdom and loyalty," he said, holding his head high.
"And surely is more important than that."
He probably would have had more to say, as he was a great talker.
But unfortunately he couldn't hold his head high any longer and he,
along with the rest of the herd, disappeared under the muck.
Moral: Wisdom and loyalty are both admirable virtues. It's too bad
you usually have to make a choice.
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"Do you study any groups basides economic ones 1 Ethnic
groups, for instance?"
"Yes, of course. Here the situation is confusing, though. Sixtyfour per cent of the Jews think
he has chutzpah -- but nobody
knows whether this is good 4,1r
bad; among-Negroes, only 37.per
cent thing LBJ has soul; and only
25 per cent of the WASPs think
the President has co!ll. Catholics,
we have noticed, tend to interpret
the credibility gay in .terms of
papal !mil; they are 58 per cent
favorable."
"This is aU very interesting,
.Mr. Runaway, Just one. more
question.: What; do you see:bs the
penultimate achievement in polltaking?"
He moved in closed and whisp•
ered in my ear: "We've found
that three-fourths of the population would just as soon go Runaway and leave the voting to us."

.tr ~ov co~sr

1

SACI<:ro lffe~IR~ . ~

>

a Bandwagon

"Yes, it's quite distressing.
That's one of the reasons we
haven't released the figures. Another is that our pollsters were
unanimously suspicious that their
interviewees were taking CIA
subsidies," he said as he sipped
his coffee.
"One thing we've always wanted to know, Mr. Runaway-what
is your secret in arriving at your
generally precise percentage predictions ? Do you just take a
cross-section?"
"Well, in a way. We interview
various pressure groups and arrange our overall results in terms
of their votin~ strength. ·
·
"We've found that the fashion
industry gives LBJ .a resoundinjr
94 per cent 'po' because of his
baggy pants. The guns are Ji
strong 96 per cent in favor, the
butters only four per cent, while
the aircraft industries suppott,
him 9S per cent solid.
·

•.ft,ir.

;peace plans, Greenberg said.
Most action, he added, will still
be initiated by local peace organizel'S.
Between 500 and 1,000 students
·are expected for the Chicago conference, Greenberg said.

In Chicago
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San Francisco Chronicle

Union Workers Used
Wrong Tacfics

By MICHAEL ROSENHOUSE
The Collegiate Press Service
News item (Sunday):
"PRINCETON, N.J. - Richard
M. Nixon is the first choice of
Republican county chairmen for
th.cir party's 1968 presidential
nomination.''
This conclusion was induced
from a series of interviews. Who
knows 1 It could be wrong. But
people go for it; and if Richard
Nixon was not his county chair•
men's first choice the day before
this item appeared, he probably
is now.
The poll is a handy thing. It
can find a majority and then turn
it into a bandwagon,
A ware that the poll, with the
help of the press and the computer, is fast becoming an important weapon is the arsenal of
modern democracy, we arranged
an interview with the director of
the biggest professional polling
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THE ELECTRIC PRUNES, who use eight separate electronic
a~plifiers for their instruments when they perform, will appear
at 'the UNM Concert Hall on May 19 as the highlight of the
International Artists regional talent show. Biggest hits for the
Prunes to date have been ''I Had Too Much To Dream" and "Get
Me To The World On Time.'' The gro11p wlll :u_se blacklights in
. their. UNM perfof.man.ce•.

Band Uses
8 .Amps .1 .Black light
.
.

Regional TalenfSh~~.at U. May'l9
$~iirs.'Prunes/ Area!Compus Groups

The Electric Prunes, a Southern California quintet that rose
.to· pop.record stardom with their
'recording of "I Had Too Much
To Dream," will appear in the
UNM Concert Hall Friday, May
19. ·The Prunes appearance wiJI
highlight the International Attists regional talent show.
Aside from their name, the
Prunes have several unusual
qualities that make them unique
in their field. Using eight sepa.rate electronic amplifiers, the
group creates a vibrato sound not
often heard from pop groups.
Appearing under black-light, the
group disdains the characterization of being "psychedelic.'' They
prefer to be described as "just
being where it's at.''
The Prunes consist of James
Lowe, lead singer and harmonica;
Weasel Spanola, rhythm guitar;
Preston Ritter, drums; Ken Williams, lead guitar; and Mark
Tulin, bass guitar.
Williams, discussing the current psychedelic trend in popmusic, said, "as for the entire
music scene, I don't think it is
going straight psychedelic. That
is, I don't think all of the :forth-

·coming sounds will be psychedelic.
Some of them will be but most
others will be similar to what
they are now. More groups will
incorporate psychedelic phrases
into their songs, much as we do
at times, but I don't think the
psychedelic sound will ever hecome the dominant theme in
music.''
The Prunes' latest recording
is "Get Me To the World on
Time.'' They are currently working on a new album due to be released soon.

CHICAGO, Ill, May 3 (CPS)Organizers of the April 15 Mobilization against the war in Viet
Nam are continuing their peace
campaign with a May National
Student Anti-War Conference in
Chicago and a May 17 "confrontation" with President Johnson
in Washington.
The Chicago conference, coordinated by a graduate student
at the University of Chicago,
David Greenberg, will be held
from May 12 to 14. Rev. James
Bevel, national director of Spring
Mobilization, will be the keynote
speaker.
To Visit LBJ
Bevel announced that following the Chicago conference on
May 17, "a delegation from the
spring Mobilization and their
friends will go to the White
House to see the President.''
The date of May 17 was chosen, Bevel said, because it is the
13th anniversary of the Supreme
Court's school desegregation decision and because Mobilization
leaders do not want to wait too
long to follow up the April 15
marches.
"If we are unable to see Jhonson on the 17th," Bevel said, "we
will continue daily to try to see
him.''
To Plan Peace Action
The purpose of the Chicago
conference, coordinator Greenberg said, is to plan future peace
action as well as to evaluate the
April 15 protests.
The initial call for the confer-

ence, he said, carne from the April
15 march, where Rev. Martin
Luther King urged a national
d;rive this summer, led by college
students, to organize and educate communities against the war.
Twenty workshoJ;JS will be set
up to discuss draft resistance,
organizatioJt of high schools and
colleges, and ways of inftuencing
electoral politics.
A plenary session will be held
on the final day of the conference
"to adopt some selection" of
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Briton Will Teach
At U. for Summer

A noted British writer, poet,
and critic will teach English
classes at the UNM summer session.
The visiting professor is Laurence David Lerner, who lives in
Sussex, England, and is an instructor at Pembroke College in
Cambridge.
Lerner is the author of two
novels (one to be published this
summer), numerous books of
poetry, and many books and articles of criticism. He has done
considerable broadcasting for the
British Broadcasting Company
and has. produced classical plays
for the BBC and for television.
He is currently working on a
series of criticism boolts on·
Shakespeare.
His major research interests
are on Shakespeare and Eliza•
bethan drama, 17th century poetry, and 19th century literature
and society. He is also interested
in relationships between English
and French literature, and the
literature of the 20th century•
Lerner took his degrees from
the University of Cape Town
(South Africa) and Pembroke
College in Cambridge. He has
taught at grammar schools in
Cape Town, at tlte University
College of the Gold Coast (which
subsequently became the University of Ghana), at Queen's University in Belfast, Ireland, and ·
at the University of Sussex. DurIng 1964-65, he was visiting pl"<l~
feasor at the University of Illinois, and in J anuliry of 1968 he
will be a visiting professor at
Oljon in France.

I
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COOPERS have a complete stock of western wear for
· Fiesta. Shirts, Pants, Bell-Bottoms, Hats, Belts,· ,Boots~ "
you'll ftnd it oil at COOPERS. Famous brands at popular .· ·
prices. COOPERS also features a complete selection of
LEVIS,' LEES, WRANGLERS in all colors and all sizes.
Select your western outfit now....
Open Mon, Wed, Fri, 'till 9 p.m.

FREE.I.II.
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He's the guy to know when it comes to travel. TWA
specially trained him to make it easy for you to go
places in the U.S. and to Europe, Africa and Asia. He's
thentantoseeforTWA50/50Clubcards-youcange.t
'em right on the spot. Working with your local travel
agent, he can help you with travel plans, tours, schedules, fares, ticket arrangements-right on campus.

{2) $25.00 gift certificates to
be given away at the rodeo.

be present to win-No purchase necessary
Register at COOPERS

Easy? Just call Joe at 344-3636 or 242-5540. Tell
him where you want to go-and he'll warm up a jet.
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U to Offer Opera Course
Opera• goers planning to attend
productions in Santa Fe this summer will have a special opportunity offered by UNM.

CALLING U

' DREsSED i~ the a~;;~priate apparel_for Fiesta '67 a!e t!"o of
the Fiesta Queen candidates, Gwen Padilla left, and Lass1e 81mm.s.
Elections for both king and queen will
held all d!'y ~ay m
the Union Ballroom. Friday has·been designated as F1esta wes.tern day," and students must wear western clothes or be put m
jail.

'!e

Honored at Banquet

Anne Jarvis and Bill Parsons Picked
As U.'s Top Greek Woman and Man
The Greek Week Banquet capped a busy week for UNM fra· ·
termt1es
an d soron't'Ies 1as t
March with the presentation of
awards recently in the Union
Ballroom. Awards presented for
Greek Week activities include:
Anne Jarvis, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, was selected Greek Woman of the Year. Bill Parsons,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, was named Greek Man of the Year.
The Panhellenic Annual Scholarship Award was won by Alpha
Chi Omega. Spring semester
pledge class scholarship went to
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity;
fall semester scholarship was
won by Phi Delta Theta. The
Sigma Chi Foundation Scholarship Trophy was won for the
second consecutive year by Phi
Delta Theta.
Participation trophies, awarded on the basis of best overall
participation in the Greek Week
activities, were won by Pi Beta
Phi and Phi Delta Theta.
Student Night winners included Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Gam-

rna, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma
Chi..
.
.
S1gma
Alpha
Epstlon
and
P1
B ta Ph· took 1irst place in the
G;eek G~mes. Second place went
to Phi Delta Theta and Alpha
Chi Omega.

THURSDAY
CONCERT: The University Or~hestra C<''/•
eludes an outstandinll' season With :Mahler a
Firat S;vmphony and Haydn's "Concerto
for Two French Horns" with Harold Burke
and Wayne Sharp u soloists. Conductor
Kurt Frederick mixed a dedicated student
orchestra with 0 uperb soloista Itzhak taPe~·
man and the Alnia Trio for previous a n lnll' ovations but tonight the oreh0$lra
playa In Ita 'own apotli&ht, Concert Hall.
8 :1~ p.m. Adm. b:v season ticket, ,1.50
per single but UN:M students are free.
FILM: "La Strada." Itali1111. Union Theater. 7, 9 :80 p.m. Adm. 60 centa.
FIESTA: Fiesta elections aU day; Bar!"'que in :Meoa VIsta Donn at 4 :45 p.m •• a
student talent show at 7 :30 p.m. on the
Union :MaJJ: campus serenade at 10 p,m.
WORKSHOP: Photography "!'d darkroom
techniQUes are taught by qual1fled inatruc•
tors. Workshop is open to UNJII students,
faculty and statr, but all materials mU&t be
self-furnished. Union Gam.. Area. 6 :30
p.m. A fee is charged,
FRIDAY
FIESTA: Wear western clothes aU day or
get -thrown in .fail; street dance on the
Union :Mall at 3 p.m.: the Midway Is at
Tingley Coliseum at 7 p.m. f!JIIowed by
a dance with singer Lefty Fr~zzell a~ 9
p.m., and the results of the beard·growmg
contest and coronation at 10 :30 P.m.
FILM: "Platinum Blonde'' •"'!'" Jean Harlow and Joan CraWford. Umon Theater.
7, 9 :30 p.m. Adm. 60 cents.
SATURDAY
FIESTA • The Rodeo is at 1 p.m. on the
Sheriff's 'Posse Grounds : Simon and Gar•
ftmkel play at Johnson G:vm at 8 p.m.:
the dance is in the Union Ballroom at 10
p.m. • "Oklahoma.. stars Go rd on ••
FILM
macRae
and Shirley Jones. Union Theater. 7, 10
p.m. Adm. 25 cents.
SUNDAY
CONCERT: Albuquerque Youth S;vm.
phony. Concert Hall. 4 p.m. Free. , .
FILM: "Oklahoma" stars Gordon :MacRae
and Shirley Jones. Union Theater. 5, 8
p.m. Adm. 25 cents.

faculty
. Dr.. Hug.h Miller
h' UNM
ei ht-week
member, WI~l teac,. an ;., from

cours~9 ~nt~led
llo~e;gistration
0
~une
J ug1•7 •

1s set for une •
.
Opera History To Be Studied.
The first two weeks of tbe
course will survey 11pera history
from 1600 to the present. For the
remainder of the session, one or
more· of the operas being performed the following weekend
will be the subject of study. ~cordings will be played to famtliarize the class with the m\lsic
while they study the librettos, the
history of the work, and the composer.
"Carmen" Opens July 1
The third week will find Bizet's
"Carmen" as the subject of study
before its opening July 1 in Santa
Fe.
"The Barber of Seville," . by
Rossini, opening July 8, is the
next week's subject, while "La
Boheme," slated for July 14, is
the next discussion.
The weekend of July 21 and 22,
when "La Boheme" is to be repeated, the class will attend a

•

:MONDAY
SPECIAL: Deadline for appJicatlona • iu
the Peue Corps program that. btgma
training thia summer. Questfonnures are
available from campus Peace Corpa recruiten and moat Post Offices.
TUESDAY
LECTURE: "The Urban Reyolution" Ia
the topic of John Hieka. Umon Theater.
8 :15 P.m. Free.
SPORTS: BasebaU Loboo meet the U~l·
venity of Albuquerque at the UN:M D•a·
mond. 3 p.m. Free.

Lobo Nine toMeet:ASU in Tempe

program
at the UNM Concert
Hall.
·
Premiere Performance Set .
The remaining operas and t~e1r
oj:lening dates are the AmerJc!'n
premiere of "Cardillac," by Hm"
demith, July 28; an~, a second
American premiere, Boulevard
Solitude," by Hans Henze, Aug.
4. The class will also make pr~p
arati'Dn for the Aug. 18 openmg
of Strauss' 'Salome," to. be performed after the course Js end~d, .
The course, one
sev~ral gJ.V·
en in recent yeara, 1s destgned to
provide background for persons
planning to attend the ~anta Fe
Operas. It is not required that
students actually attend the 9P·
eras, Dr. Miller added.

Coach Bob Leigh's UNM baseball team takes a 4-5· Western
Athletic Conference record on th!l,
road this weekend for a three-·
game series with third.-place Arizona State University.
The Lobos were only able to
salvage one of three games played
over the weekend with leagueleading Arizona to take a 23-16-1
season mark into the games with
the Sun Devils. Arizona won the
opener 15-3 and the second game
of a twinbill 2-0, The Lobos'
righthander Ralph Sallee hurled
a three-hitter against the Wild•
cats S;~turday for a 3-1 victory.
Sallee 11truck out 10 to move his
seal!on total to 104.

o!

To End League Season
New Mexico's :four wins are the
most ever recorded by the Lobos
since the Southern Division of
the WAC was formed, The Lobos
had 3-9 marks in both 1963 ;~nd
1966. The ASU-UNM series will
be the final league games of the
season for the Lobos while Arizona State (2-4) completes its

WRITING LESSONS
All types Including journalism,, th~;~mes,
papers. 20 Year Professional back·
ground.

WRITING AID
3JO Third SE, Office H
247·9252 or 842·9602

--.--

league play in two weeks with
down-state rival Arizorla.
The games last week were costly to Coach Leigh, Greg With, the
starting third baseman all season,
broke his wrist in the Friday
game while starting pitcher-outfielde~ Bruce Koch injured his
hand and was not able to get into
the pitching roation against Arillona.
Guest Now at Third
Craig Gu!lst, who has appeared
in only 10 games this season, has
replaced With at third while
Leigh is facing a wait-and-see
situation with Koch.
Sallee (6-3) will go ot the
mound in Friday's contest to face
ASU's Gary Gentry (9-1) while
UNM's Bob McAulay (6-3) will
face Tom Burges!; (10-2) in Saturday's afternoon contest. Arillona State will send J eft' Pentland ( 12-3) to the
s~ turd~y
night with Leigh gomg w1th Chff
Fowler (2·3) or Koch (4-2) depending on Koch's injured hand.
.282 Team Average
The Lobos a1•e now batting .282

?ill

as a team with four men hitting
over the ,300 mark. Left fielder
Dave Chase is batting .323 to lead
the team, followed by shortstop
Paul LaPrairie at .317, the injured With at .315 and first s~c~
er Dick Storey at .314. LaPra1r1e
leads in doubles ( 11) and triples
(3) while outfielder Mark John·
son still holds the edge in RBis
with 32.
UNM 40-Game Baseball Statistics
BATTING LEADERS (95 or mor. ADs)
h
2b 3b hr so uvg,
Chase
32 54118.323
La!lrairie
45 11 6 4 19 .817
With
41 10 4 4 15 ,316
Storey
32
8 2 1
9 .314
Baldizun
89 3 2 1 11 .283
McLaughlin
32
3 2 1 8 .281
Johnson
39 10 3 3 15 .275
(less than 95 ADs)
Koch
27 2 3 0 12 .391
Posen
3
0 1 0
3 .375
MacA Ieese
1 ooo 1.250
Sallee
5 2 0 1
4 .238
Wilson
20 3 0 2 22 .238
Chavez
8 30011.235
Hames
5110 5.227
Thompson
80106.205

Cawood

3

Guest
Fowlel'
McAulay
Laub
Polk
Vaughn
Voge
Hinkle
Bodle
UNM Totnls

2
1
1

0

0

0 0 0

.188
2 .125
0 .125
10 .059
6

New Mexico 945
FIELDING PO A E TC AVG, DP
908 356 101 1365 .925 24
OJ>Ponents
PITCHING
GP W L H BB SO ERA
Sallee
16 6 3 49 25 104 2.02
Voge
2 0 0 4
3
2 2.45
Lund
2 0 0 8
1
2 3.00
Posen
13 3 0 29 17 18 3.57
Koch
9 4 2 56 85
60 4.50
Bodle
11 0 1 31
7
15 4,81
Vaughn
3 0 l
G 0
7 5.08
McAulay
11 6 3 57 32
70 5.21
Hinkle
5 0 0 11 3
1 5.40
MncAleese
4 1 1 22 · 7
9 6.40
Lnub
5 1 I .28 6
14 6.23
Polk
301182 6 1.29
Fowler
7 2 3 40 21
26 7.75
UNM Totals - 23 16 352 162 330 4.24
SEASON RECORD: 23·16·1

GRADUATING SENIORS
NOW

2

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .000
0 0 0 0 0 .000
0 0001.000
ooooo.ooo
0
000 o.ooo
0
000
o.ooo
345 63 29 14 181 .282
352 59 24 16 330 .280
353 91 1389 .934 28

Opponents

Make arrangements for
your Cap and Gown Rental

..
..:,

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

Tlie Arnold Air Society will
hold a dining-in awards ceremony
Wednesday, May 17, at Sandia
Base Officers Club to honor outstanding cadets in the UNM Air
Force ROTC program.
Guests at the ceremony will be
Major General Sam W. A;gee, ~l!
perintendent of New Mex1co Military Institute; Mr. Clinton Roth,
representing the Sons of the
American Revolution; Colonel
Nelson Turer, representing Reserve Officers; Lieutenant Commander Leo Smith, Military Order of World Awards represent'!tive; Mr. Hershel Doyle, American Legion, and C. W. Carson Jr.,
Rotary Club.
Captain Waldbillig will be the
guest speaker. Lieutenant Colonel
W. C. Naylor, command officer of
AFROTC, Captain R. T. Jon.es,
and President Tom L. PopeJoy
will represent UNM.

Dr Daniel P. Petersen, associate ;rofessor of electrical engineering at UNM, has been appointed to a board to review space
technology for the National Research Counci).
Dr. Petersen will be in a group
studying hydrology, meteorology
and oceanography. The group will
meet from June 25 to July 16 at
Woods Hole, Mass.
The review is being instigated
by the National Aeronmltics and
Space Administration (NASA)
tor the entire U.S. program of
peaceful applications of space.
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

-

Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES •• GIFTS
DIAMONDS

Dress Western for Fiesta
In the arena
and
•
10

the

foster with
professional resume,
letter prepared by

WRITING AID
Third SW, Office H
247·9252 or 842·9602

310

$10 up

SMILEI.

DB's

.ao6t= & SaddJ,
..

·.Sells&•·
..
~ICIII

·A';.;ktJ.

U. Air Force Cadets
Will Receive Honors

Peterson Appointed
By Research Counc~l

get a better job

associated students bookstore

,;.;;;;;;;;.:;;;;;;;:;;;,;;:;,;;:;,;;:;,;;:;,;;:;,;;:;;:;;;;:;;:;l
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. Tlte Cloaeflect.iic $1t~ve .
Autho;ized factory
Stotiiln
Robert B. Denater-Owner

NEW MEXICO'S HONORS in this weekend's three-game series
with Arizona State University will depend much on the two men
shown ab(lve, Bob McAulay, foreground, will be call~d on to star~
one of the games on the mound against the Sun Devlis, and coac
Bob Leigh will call all th~ shots.
(LOBO photo by Bob Pawley)

200 Third NW

,0 KfE JOE'S lS RE·D..PftJ!D

:U7.e2t9

lfYouHavea Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

up, No. 51.
Anyone can trip
over 3rd base.
But thanks to your
close Norelco shave,
you looked marvelous
doing it:'

"I guess you're right,
Miss Swinging Campus Queen.
Those 18 amazing rotary blades,
3 floating Microgroove heads,
that sideburn trimmer, coil-cord
and on/off switch sure saved
the day for me!"

RE.- MODELING

C.D M f.',

l05F£

us!

Consult'

4oa

San Mateo. ;~E
. OFFICE HOURS BY APPoiNTMENT
MargiHwlta M. Henlllftg, ...1)~

265~8288

The Norelc(, Rechargeable 40G. Asingle charge dellv~rs
twice a~ many s~es as any other rechargeal:!)e.
Worksw•thor withoutl'( plug. Shayes so close, we dare
to match it with a .razor blade. Pop-up trimmer, too.
The" Norelco Cordlest; 'FJip·tOp' 2013 (not shown)·
shave!? anyWhere on ilflt 4 penlight batteries. Now with
convehient battery ~jeptor. Microgroove heads and 1'0·
tary blades, Sn&p·bl:li!Jl ivallet,,W,I!Jt mirror.
.•.
..
4- •

• '

<..t.

'

1 was a 97-pound weakling ...
and out of Schlitz
·
It was awful. At the beach, J>eople ki~ked sa~~ in ~a
face Girls laughed and called me Bon~. t•1 . a
forg~tten the cardinal rule of Beackmansktp: When
you're out of Schlitz, you're out of beet:."
I still weigh 97, but Golly Ned, have thmgs cJ..t1:get
The guys hang around like real _pals. The g~. ru
suntan lotion on my back and call me uRock.
What hapJ)ened? Schlitz, that's what happened.
I love Schlitz.
ou.............................. ..,.
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NEW MEXICO LOB~~O~--------~-·-----_::.:::::.:~~_.:._~-:-:for the U.S. Air Force veteran? fast one, He now has the sliding
curve plus the ovei•hand d~;op
\
Coach Leigh put it this way,
.
ping mwve ball to go along· with
';' f\ ''
)
Sallee Has 2 Curves
the control of the fast ball. ,
~.,.., f \ "Two things have changed for
"The second thing is that his
Ralph. This year he has two good success has given him great concu1•ves to go along with his fast fidence in himself and his pitches.
ball. Last yl)ar he tried to over- Sallee has great desire to play the
-'
power tlle hitter with the fast
ball. Last season the hitters game and is a dedicated ha1·d
would sit back and wait for the worker," Leigh said,
Baseball coach Bob Leigh faced
a decision at mid-season and evidently he made the 1•ight choice.
The U:NM coach checked his
pitching charts and wondered if
CO LORING-FROSTING
l'ighthander Ralph Sallee wouldn't
STREAK! NG-TINTING
be the greatest help to the tea1n
in the bull pen rather than as a
SASSOON GEOMETRIC
The New Mexico golf team
The long-hitting Goodart was starter. "My charts showed that
HAIR CUTTING
hopes to end its bogey barrage fifth in te New Mexico State In- Ralph was near invincible for
this weekend and exchange it tercollegiate and Dear was sec- the first five innings and then he
LARGE SELECTION OF
for a string of birdies and a high ond. In the Sun Devil Intercol- started to tail off," said Leigh.
HAIR PIECES-WIGLETS
finish in the Pikes Peak Invita- legiate Goodart played the best
AND FALLS AVAILABLE
Sallee- 'l'he Spark
tional in Colorado Springs.
golf of his collegiate career. He
The Lobo coach said he simpCoach Dick McGuire expects stormed over the Goodyeal' CounRobert Sandoval
his young team to settle down try Club gold course and left ly felt that having someone like
and play up to pre-season predic- everyone but ASU's Mike Morley Sallee in the bullpen would give
and Donna-stylists
tions any time now, but the golf- in his wake. The field included a great lift to the team and
would be the spark to save a win.
UNM Student Discount
ers can't wait much longer, for Houston and defending WAC
Leigh
made
the
shift
at
mid-seathe Western Athletic Conference champion BYU.
son although he had used Sallee
championships are just over a
Elkins Played Best
as
a starter in the series with
week away.
. New Mexico State Amateur
3714 CENTRAl. $,E,
Arizona.
"We had to have at least
2156-3793
titleholder
Dennis
Elkins
played
In their last outing the Lobos
one
victory
in
the
league
series
SHOP LOCATE:O UPTOWN NEAR Noa HILL CENTER
finished third in the Brigham better than any of coach McINDIVIDUAL ATTENTION GIVEN EVERY CUSTOMER
Young Invitational at Provo be- Guires' understudies in the BYU here with Ariozna so we used him
for
the
big
win,"
Leigh
said.
hind the host Cougars and high- tourney and seemed to be coming
flying .Arizona State. They were around, but still finished well Sallee went the distance for a
3-1 victory on a three-hitter with
36 shots back of the Brighams down in the field.
ten
strikeouts.
Those three, along with sophand trailed the Sun Devils by 26.
omore Steve Satterstrom, appear
AUowed 2 Runs
Goodart Has Been Steadiest
Mike Goodart, a sophomore certain to make the trip to ColSallee, a 28-year-old native of
letterman from Roswell, has been orado Springs, where the compe- The Dalles, 01·egon, has allowed
the steadiest of the Wolfpack tition will include Houston, BYU, only two earned runs since he
golfers this spring, but has re· ASU along with other area was shifted to the bullpen. He
ceived little support. Another schools.
has appea1·ed in nine games, inThe fifth man will probably be cluding the start against Al'izonsoph letterman-Terry Dearhas been on his game only once junior Dick Placek who will be a, since the shift and has picked
DDWITOWII • NOB HILL • WIIROCK
this season and McGuire expect- seeing his first tourney action of up 60 strikeouts and given up
the
year.
The
sitxh
man
will
be
Three flualitll Store•
ed a top year from the former
only 11 bases on balls. His seadecided
between
another
soph,
Southwester Amateur champion.
son total now stands at 104 strikeDwaine Knight, and senior Mah- outs and an earned run average
lon Moe. Knight will probably of 2.02. His strikeout per inning
get the nod.
average, 1.56 per inning, ranked
him second in the nation according to recent NCAB statistics.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
Last season he posted a 5-4
4 line ad., 65¢-4 tfm.. , $2,00, Inaertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
record for the Lobos with 68
pnbUcatlon to Room 159, Student Pnbliea(Continued From Page 1)
strikesouts in 62 1/3 innings.
tiona Bnlldln.r, or telephone 277-4002 or
211-4102.
tual coordinator to get it rolling,"
What has changed in one season
McAdams said.
HELP WANTED
The
WCA
is
one
of
th"l
largest
NEED l40NEY1 Can you seU1 We need
coll"lgiate organizations in the
college representatives. Quality Sports·
wear. Box 1845,. Lincoln, Nebraskacountry and hopes to add Colo6/10, 11
rado
State, the University of AriATTENTION BRIDES TO BE
NEED reliable student to atay with. chilzona, the University of Texas at
dren, ages 10 & 12, this summer about
10 hours weekly, Candelaria & LouisiQUALITY Wedding inllitations and all
El Paso, and New Mexico State
ana. 298-8370 after 4 p.m.
5/10, 11
to its membership this spring.
paper goods fo fit your budget. Six
SITUATIONS WANTED
The conference will be conducted
days service, all work guaranteed.
i
TYPING wanted-rcasonnble rates. Phone
by
student body presidents from
296-4009, momings,
5(10, 11, 12, 15
the various schools in the WCA.
Also a large selection of Graduation
I

-.

j

'

I
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'

Sollee Aids lobos
In Relief Pitching

'

'

Lobos Hope for Birdies

~,000

Attend
Fiesta Talent
Show at U NM,.

U. Golfers to Try for Win
In Pikes Peak Invitational

BEAUX ART'S BEAUTY SALON

WANT ADS

FOR SALE
61 BSA 650 cc. 256-0216. 5(8, 10, 11, 12.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2%'xll%',
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Branda, Leney
Bruce, Mao, Fields, Alien Glnlbura",
Einateln Dylan, Rollln.r Stones, Newman, clint Eastwood plua more, aend
!or Hat. Shlppln.r an:vwhere in u.s.
prepaid, 1 poster $1.15, 2 poaters $8.00,
3 posters $4.25. Madam Butterfly's Gift
Shop, 4509 E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado
80220.

WCAPresidents•.•

Good weather is no safeguard
against traffic accidents. A report
by The Travelers Insurance Companies points out that 80 percent
of th 52,500 traffic deaths in 1966
occurred in clar, dry weather.

APARTMENTS
ROOM AND BOARD for coll<~re stndenlll.
Co-educational, freedom and privaer,
wall-to-wall carp~tlng, heated ewimming
PO<ll, good food, color TV and •tndy
loung... M low "" $29.25 a week for
room a:nd board. The College Inn, 803
Ash N.E., 243·2881.
FOR RENT
2·BEDROOM adobe house, compl<!te!y furnished, 2 bJocJcg from UNM. 10 June to
1 Sept. $110. per month to l'eliable
party. Call 242-1298.
CAIRD·NORRIS REALTY rent..:
SPECIAL: Fnm!shed one-room elllclency, utilities included with bath a:nd
!Ialley kitehen, a! !for $55 including
utiilties. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom n fnrnlahlna:s, efficiency kitchen. All ntiJ.
iti"" included.
EFFICIENCY apartmenlll, l bloek west.
of UNM, '19.60 to 85, all ntiWtes paid.
Some with imProvm~ents. Furnished.
off..treet Pllrld!lll'.
Call SAM: COOPER, 266-85'11, eveninga
842-8280.

FURNISHED Apts. Air conditioned, ear:
Pcted, drapes, 205 Columbia SE. Plume

''& Father's Day Cards, party and

gifts. Slop and save at Gresham's
House of HALLMARK. 3501 Lomas

Blvd. NE, 255-4989.

IN THE SPIRIT OF FIESTA a group of enthusiastic students enjoy an outdoor barbecue held yesterday afternoon behind Mesa Vista Dorm. A student talent show on the Mall followed the outing,
with a campus serenade at 10 p,m: Fiesta activities continue today with western wear day. A stomp
dance will be held beginning at 3 this afternopn on the Mall followed tonight by the Midway and
dance at Tingley Coliseum on the State Fair Grounds. Lefty Frizzell, with Billy Glenn and his Midnite Playboys, will highlight the dance. Fiesta activities will conclude tomorrow with the annual
Fiesta Rodeo to be held at the Sheriff's Posse arena, a concert by Simon and Garfunkel in J11hnson
Gym at 8 p.m., and a western dance with Dave Kirby at 10 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)
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Possession of liquor by either charter of any fraternity which
actives or rushees during frater- violated it," said Phillips.
nity rush is strictly prohibited
"Tills year we're going to enand will be severely punished dur- force it by making the punishing next fall's rush activities. The ment $100 fine for first offense,
rule was passed by the Inter-Fra- $300 fine for the second offense
ternity Council last night.
and loss of pledging privileges,
The council was drawing up the. and for the third time one year
rules for rush week to be held at of social probation," he said.
the start of the 1967 fall semes"This kind of punishment is
ter.
within the realm of IFC power
IFC president Dave Phillips told and we can enforce it," Phillips
the group that the rule was need- said.
ed to prevent any mishap which
Other rules that will affect
would cause any bad publicity or rush: no women will be permitted
image for the fraternity system. at other than primary parties dur"We have had this rule in the ing rush; and rush parties are to
past and threatened to revoke the end by midnight. Also any rushee

See How Much You Can

SAVE
on HIGHEST QUALITY
GASOLINE

Private entranec & bath.. UO.OO. Walkitlg distance UNlit can 242-9512 or 288- , .,
337L 6/'1, 4, 5, 8, 10.

OPl'lbg,

with

FaraPr••••

Excellence ntel\ns Ching,
Von Ching Is a N~Ciaoelciet.

.1'.,,:

Here are colorful new checks in· depen?able new fabrics to quicken the
fash1on pulse. Demanding attention
to fine tailoring brings commanding
good looks to Farah Slacks. Perma~
hently pressed to shed wrinkles and
·
"Never Need Ironing".

Farah Farapress Slacks
$7 ••• $8 •• ~ $9 ••• $1 0
320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E.-2504 Broadway, S.E.
Bridge & lsleta-Candelaria & Edith

Dr. Thorn is Named
To Honorary Board

A unique system of non-grading which is intended to eliminate
some of the pressure on students
for grade achievement will be inaugurated by the General Honors
Program next year in all its
classes, Dr. Dudley Wynn said
last night.
Wynn is the director of the
Honors Program, in which about
175 students are presently par-

TYPEWRITER storage during the llllm·

TRANSPORTATION
SANDIA Lab. Engineer is driving to (lo..
lumbtlll, Ohio, Leaving June 9, 5 p.m.
Return: leaving Columbus around JIUie
23. Room lot 3 J!usengen. It Interested,
one way or round trip, phone 298-4358
after 6 p.m.
5/10·22
PERSONALS
W!Jo Is Allee Von Ching?
T_he Genius of Ching has sprung Itt the

around the 400 seats assembled
by the talent show committee.
"The Bits and Pieces," a local
popular singing group, started
the entertainment at 7:30. They
were followed by the "South Valley Weed Pickers," "The Bear
Cats," a dance act by Julie Archuleta, the singing of Howard Stansell, Ben Chavez and the Rythmaires, ''The Crayon Rosary," the
classical guitar of Mike Trujillo,
Ernesto Fasquelle's Latin American sounds, and the "soul" sound
of Golden Gems.
Union Program Assistant Ron
Waldie told The Lobo that the
Fiesta Talent Show Comtnittec
was "ver,Y happy with the results
of the show/' and that they hope
the event will become an annual
one.
Fiesta talent show chairman,
Phil Krehbiel told The Lobo that
seven New Mexico schools will be
competing in the May 19 regional
show. "The Chains," a well-known
New Mexico group, will probably
be participating in that show~ The
winner of the May 19 show will
compete in an International Artists-sponsored national collegiate
talent show.
A representative of International Artists was among the
judges in last night's performance.

constitution, have requested an
election to consider an emergency
amendment to cut the ASUNM
activity fee in half.
The group, led by Tim Hunter,
is proposing that the activity fee
be reduced to $6.25 a semester.
Any money collected in excess
of this amount would be refunded
if the amendment passed.
The proposed amendment would
also remove the Associated Student's power to raise the activity
fee above the amount proposed
without first repealing the amendhave the power to reduce the
activity fee to a lower level.
The group also suggests that
found with liquor during rush upon approval of its amendment
hours, from noon to midnight, by two-thirds of the voters in
will be suspended from rush, the e.lection, the faculty, the pt·esident of the University, and the
regents, the amendment will become effective and supet·cede all
previously t•atified sections of the
constitution concerned with the
activity fee.
There has recently been conDr. Donald C. Thorn, professor siderable controversy over the
of electrical engineering at UNM 1967-68 ASUNM budget and the
has been named to the board of activity fee process as a whole.
directors of Eta Kappa Nu, elecOriginally Senate called for
trical engineering honor society.
$226,800,
but has since then reThorn has been advisor of
duced
allocations
to $204,400.
UNM's Delta Omicron Chapter
last
night
began
work on
Senate
since its founding five years ago.
a
revised
budget
submitted
by the
His first major participation as
finance
committee.
a director on the national level
will be a meeting Aug. 22 in San
Francisco.
The organization's national office is located in Urbana, Ill.,
where the organization was formed in 1904.
Ann Barron, junior education
major, has been elected chairman
of the UNM Student Education
War Objectors
Association.
Students Against the War will
Other officers elected at UNM
hold a meeting Saturday May 13 include Bamma Hammel, vice
at 1:30 p.m. in the lounge of the president; Retta Harris, secreUnion. There will be a discussion tary; Alicia Jeung of Albuqueron the draft. Everyone is asked que, treasurer; and Ina Ponzer of
to attend.
Grants, historian.

Tryouts
Cheerleader tryouts will be
held Thursday, May 18, at 7
p.m. in Johnson Gym. Positions open for boys include
two regular and two alternate. Positions open for girls
include three regular and two
alternates. Applications may
be picked up in the Activities
Center of the Union.

l-lonors Plans 'No Grades'

842-9164.

mer. Insured nnd bonded. Aloo t:rlle•
writer sales " ~ervlce, an makee, 10rith
20% dbcobnt qUith this ad. Free pickup
a. deHvery, E a. E Typewriter Service
2217 Coal SE. Phone 2411-0588,
'
HELP on University themes and paper• •
re-write, edit, Also sharp job reeum..i
$10. np. Free counsel. WRITING AID1
810 Third SW, Office H. 247•112~2 or
842-9602.

Group Seeks Cut
In Activity Fees

Junior Is Elected
President of SEA

FURNISHED Room. Available MQ' t.

.

The first Fiesta talent show was held last night before a
crowd of about 1000 on the Mall. Talent show officials called
it "even more successful than we planned."
The show winner will be announced tonight at the coronation of the Fiesta King and Queen at 7 :30 in the Tingley
Coliseum. The winner will
also represent UNM in the
May 19 regional talent show
to be held on campus in the
Concert Hall.
Ten acts gave performances last night to a recepA group of UNM students, tive crowd. The largest part
acting in accordance with article
five of the Associated Students of the crowd was standing

IFC Sets Fall Rush Rules

STOP IN

SERVICES

..

Farapress Walk Shorts
$5 ••• $6

,....

ti~ipating.

TilE CRAYON ROSARY
were one group appearing
at the Fiesta Talent Show held last night on the Union Mall, The
winner of last night's show will reJJrcscnt UNM in a regional
talent show May 19 sponsored by International Artists. Only
UNM students 11articipated in last night's performance. The winner will be announced t11night in the Midway at Tingley Coliseum
on tho State Fairgrounds at 8 p.m.
(LOBO photo by Pawley)

3 Grades Given
W;tnn explained that students
can end up with one of three
marks at the end of the semester.
He added that the arrangement is
such that it is definitely not a
substitution of three grades for
the usual five.
The three marks are designated: "Honors," which is the equivalent of an "A" on a student's

records and carries the same results as any other "A.''
"Credit," which is a neutral
grade giving the person credit
hours toward graduation and fulfillment of group requirements.
"No-credit," which is also a
neutral grade (not equivalent to
an "F") 1 giving the person no
credit hours but not penalizing
hb1 for attempting the course.
Not Averaged In
The grades "credit'' and "nocredit" are not counted on the
person's grade point average.
Wynn said, "hopefully the re·
sult will be that students will be
more willing to do unusual work
and will not be afraid of a penalty if the;t don't quite make it.
"We are trying to give a break
to the students who have long
been complaining about pressure
for grades;'' he said. "The way

we have it arranged, a student
can compete for that "A" if he
wants to, and, if he doesn't, he
won't be penalized."
Wynn said that the Faculty~
Honors Council proposed the system, and it was approved by the
Committee on Entrance and Credits. The registrar is the chairman
of the latter committee.
Praises Other New Course
Wynn commented on the experimental no-grade course alread~
planned which a large group of
freshmen will participate in next
year. "That system gives the student an even better break than
our program," he said.
Wynn said, "I don't think UNM
is ready for this type of grading
system on a large scale, but I do
think that we ought to be willing
to do some experimentation on a
safe scale."
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